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New Year, New Technology, New Media 
Challenges and Opportunities 

   

Thanks for your patience. As I mentioned in last month’s newsletter, you’re getting this issue a week later 

than usual, so I can include my notes from massive, mind-boggling CES2023. Thanks too to all the stations 

that aired my weeklong radio reports, archived here ICYMI. 

Each year, this event is a real whack-on-the-side-of-the-head for those of us in 100-year-old radio 

broadcasting. Years ago, what had been the Consumer Electronics Association changed its name to 

Consumer Technology Association. And they admonish us NOT to continue calling their big bash the 

“Consumer Electronics Show;” even though their preferred “CES” is not self-explanatory. Lesson for 

radio and podcast branding: Is YOUR name instantly understandable? 

This month: What I saw in Las Vegas that matters to you in 2023. NOT predictions. It’s happening… 

 

Media Threat Assessment and 2023 Opportunity: 

• “TV” had already morphed into “video” -- and “radio” to “audio” -- before the pandemic shutdown, which accelerated lots of 
other trends-already-in-motion. Like numerous radio broadcasters, many other employees are in permanent work-at-home 

mode, a body blow to “morning drive” and other radio conventional wisdom. It could be worse. Be glad you’re not working 
at “a newspaper.” The very term sounds antique.  

• Don’t take it personally. Kindle and other e-readers disrupted books. The digital camera disrupted film. Enabled by 4G, Uber 

and Lyft disrupted the taxi industry. What will 5G bring? Stay tuned. 

• Glass-half-empty: “obsolescence.”  Glass-half-full: “disruption,” which CES celebrates each year. And as I and Talkers 
publisher Michael Harrison have been preaching to anyone-willing-to-listen for the last several decades, the skill set you 

acquired to do broadcast radio will advantage you in other media (and other occupations). But first-things-first… 

• The shopping malls that haven’t yet closed are being repurposed into “mixed-use retail/residential” and community colleges 
and healthcare facilities and other second acts. Having lived in DC in the 80s and 90s, I gasped when I saw the graphic on 

page 5. As shopping moves from brick-and-mortar to E-commerce, the local retailers for whom local radio can be so 
efficient need us more than ever. So crafting customer-centric commercial copy is a big part of my work with client stations.  

• Be where listeners are listening, and watching, and reading. Bring advertisers there, to meet new customers. How? GREAT 

tips on page 3… 

https://hollandcooke.com/ces2023/
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This was hot stuff, back-when… 
…AM/FM radio and broadcast TV, and print media, were licenses to print money. 

  

Back to the future: 
Monologue-heavy, politically-lopsided Talk radio -- and robotic, commercial-cluttered music radio -- are increasingly 

disadvantaged vs. the interactive media experiences listeners now favor. Compared to what’s streaming, FM playlists are a 

bore. And people expect to be heard, and they respond to what others say.  

As I nag… er, “advise” talkers: Callers call when they hear other callers…which pretty-much describes social media, where 

everyone can talk about anything, any time, and everyone else can talk back…and where advertisers are diverting dollars. 

At CES, I saw products such as these, from vendors who might also be pitching you: 

  

There are lots of apps that can advance a station’s ongoing listener dialogue. But before you spend a dime on something 
new, make the most of free social media, as follows… 
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Great advice… 
…from Today Show Lifestyle & Commerce Contributor Jill Martin, on a recent CNBC Small Business Playbook webinar: 
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CES Technology Trends Update 
By Consumer Technology Association VP/Research Steve Koenig. 

This briefing alone was worth the trip. My short-version notes of 6 bases he tagged… 
 

Enterprise Technology Innovation 

• “Stubborn inflation and rising interest rates.” Yet, historically… 

• Tough times yield innovation, much of which “comes from the smallest startups.” During The Great Recession of 

2008-2009, we got 4G mobile broadband, smartphones, and tablets and notebook computers. As a 2023 recession 
looms: 5G, autonomous systems, connected intelligence, quantum computing. 

• 5G is “upgrading the global economy.” 

• While “supply chains remain vulnerable, chip inventories are rising.” 

 

Metaverse/Web 3.0 

• “The Metaverse is closer than you think. It’s the next generation of the Internet.” 

• “Like the internet in the 1990s, a real trend,” not just the crude video game graphics we’ve seen in Meta’s rollout. 

• Think “shared experiences;” not hard to conceptualize after two years of Zoom. 
 

Transportation/Mobility 

• EV 

• Self-driving trucks: Vital, because of the labor shortage. The USA has “a shortage of 10 million workers.”  

• “Screenification of the in-vehicle experience” 

• “Cars are becoming marketplaces.” Tell your dashboard you want a latte, and it’s waiting at Starbucks drive-through 

• “Not just land-based.” Robot ships. 

 

Health Technology 

• Digital therapeutics: “You will feel like Dr. McCoy” from Star Trek. 

• Remote monitoring and 24/7 virtual visits. NOT a substitute for your doc.’ These will be “tools for in-between visits.” 

• Mental health: Monitoring depression 

• Fitness tech: connected exercise and sports equipment 

• “Regular-looking eyeglasses that will predict epileptic seizures.” 
 

Sustainability 

• Smart grid 

• Supply chain 

• Ag/food tech: drones, soil sensors, farming robots, satellite/5G connections 

• Clean air/water 

• Alternative energy 

• Minimizing packaging 

• Recycling technology 

• Reduced use of rare earth metals. 

 

Gaming and Services 

• 2022: 164 million USA gamers, age 13-64 

• Why so much time gaming? “Increasingly it’s about connection and socialization.” 

• “Consumers are sticking-with” services adopted during shutdown. 

• “31 cents of every tech dollar is attributable to services.” 
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You’ve heard the one about the frog in a 
pot of water gradually coming to a boil? 

If you lived in the DC area in the 1980s (as I did), THIS is a shocker. 

Or is it? This scene is playing out across the USA. 

 

Used right, local radio is still local retailers’ best bet. Tips: 

• Sweat the copy, every…single…word. Clichés are death. Cut-through listeners’ mental clutter with clearly-stated benefits. 

• Sell shop-local advantages over E-commerce: Touch-N-feel “before you buy. Try it out!” And immediacy. Own it today. 

• Less is more. Too many radio spots sound too rushed. Write 55 seconds of copy, not 65. Let it breathe. 

• Frequency is vital. Baseball stations: Sell ‘em a couple spots per game and nobody will hear it. Go every-couple-innings. 
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CES: A crash course in marketing. 
Some hundred thousand of us attend this event, but it’s not open to the public. We’re all working media, the reporters, 
analysts, and other givers of the coverage that CES exhibitors crave.  

Picture us swarming into a sprawling Las Vegas casino ballroom, lavishly catered, open bar. With a plate of hors d’oeuvres 

in one hand and a drink in the other, we stroll row-after-row of booths, where inventors compete for attention, an 
intimidating proposition. At-a-glance, they need to convey what they’re up to, and why we should stop walking to hear 

more. 

Think of us as listeners, channel-surfers, pushing radio buttons or perusing podcasts. If we land on yours, is your mission 

this self-explanatory? Ambiguity is death. 
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Are you new here? If someone shared this with you, thank them for me; and to start your own subscription, 

simply send an Email – even a blank one will do – to newsletter@hollandcooke.com. 

The price is right! But, hey, if you insist, you can Buy Me A Coffee.  
   

 

mailto:newsletter@hollandcooke.com
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/HollandCooke
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SOUND BITES 
“Know anyone with a January birthday?” 
GREAT Subject line in Email with a special offer from MyPhoto.com 
Write commercial copy like this for local advertisers, and they’ll love ya. 
 

“Ad fraud is costing U.S. advertisers an estimated $120 billion a year.” 
Association of National Advertisers, quoted in Wired magazine:  

• “Bots are polluting the internet. Fake users make up as much as 40 percent of all web traffic, according to some estimates.” 
• “But companies can be reluctant to investigate traffic that makes their website look popular.” 
• “Advertisers are also reluctant because it’s too embarrassing for them to admit that they purchased fraudulent inventory.” 

And digital advertising has another problem. Advertisers – particularly local retailers -- are increasingly wary of appearing where 
content is objectionable. 
 
In olden times, radio advertising sales prospecting involved assigning reps competing stations to monitor, then switch-pitching their 
clients. Back to the future: Post-consolidation, those other stations are under the same roof, and Google is out-billing the whole cluster, 
possibly the entire radio market. Kitchen remodelers are buying Ad Words. But these fraud concerns – and offensive content – have 
made digital a less-shiny object. 
 

“It saddens me to see how misinformation is now being used to divide our world.” 
Elton John, as he quit Twitter  

 

“I think radio stands to benefit a lot, especially right now. [Its CPMs] are lower than other media, 
and radio has a very dedicated listenership. I think advertisers are very cautious about where to 
spend right now, and something like radio that’s cheap and effective and always there, it’s a safe 
bet for them.” 
eMarketer Insider Intelligence analyst Daniel Konstantinovic 

“Broadway has to provide the absolute best live theater experience in the nation for people to go 
put up with the cost and hassle of attending. Professional sports leagues must produce a product 
better than sandlot for people to continually take notice. Hollywood must produce the best 
movies for people to actual go back to the cinema or pay for streaming. Real news organizations 
have to be more credible, reliable and factual than some guy on a computer in his parents’ 
basement. In turn, radio must ooze the definition of ‘big time’ through the speakers when it 
comes to the presentation of audio communications. The medium and its industry cannot afford 
on any level – local or national - to be schlock.” 
Talkers magazine publisher Michael Harrison 
 

 


